[Infectious myocarditis--clinical and morphological diagnosis (a literature review)].
For comparative evaluation of patient life quality we selected 3 groups depending on methods of surgical treatment of prostate benign hyperplasia. The groups of comparison included the patients who underwent prostate transurethral resection (n = 36), postpubic extravesical adenomectomy (n = 31) and transvesical adenomectomy (n = 35). It was established that informative clinical indices in evaluation of life quality were urination maximal rate, time of urination delay, urination time. Informative psychodiagnostical methods for evaluation of life quality in patients with benign hyperplasia of prostate are "MCF scale", "Asthenia scale", Test for differential self-appraisal of functional state, "Scale of reactive and personal anxiety", "Risk of coronary behavior" and Izenk's questionnaire. Total algorithm was developed permitting to predict the patient life quality with rather high accuracy.